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 The purpose of ‘life’ is to gain further consciousness though experimentation, 

attaining new experiences that would serve to teach one new lessons to learn, 

culminating in further awareness and appreciation of oneself and one’s 

surroundings. This is what is usually referred to as the mission or the charge of 

‘forward evolution.’ Forward evolution often leads to augmentation of the 

Self-potentiality climaxing in exponential increase in one’s capacity to further 

experiment and learn until a great knowledge and wisdom is obtained 

regarding the Universe. As it is pertains to the case of living in 3D physicality 

and under the condition of duality, our task is to comprehend the interplay of 

Dark and Light energies in the Universe, and how the Dark can be defeated 

through polarity integration of Dark and Light energies. This should culminate 

in establishment of a perfect, almost utopic civilization structure within the 

realm of physicality.   

 With this in mind, our ‘Divine Plan’ for ‘life’ within physical reality, it is evident 

that a life span of up to 100 years or thereof on Earth is hardly sufficient to 

achieve such a monumental task. Therefore, we must return to life over and 

over until through accumulation of diverse life experiences gathered from 

learning new lessons associated with countless experimentations, we can 

approach our set target incrementally and concisely,  without much repetitions 

and redundant efforts.  

 And, the process of returning to life after death of the physical body upon 

exhaustion of its usage during the said life span is what is referred to as 

‘reincarnation.’ 

 The phenomenon of reincarnation is somewhat difficult to fathom for many 

individuals on Earth, who have been injected with misinformation in the form 



of religious tradition that actually life terminates beyond ‘death.’ It is 

commonly perceived that after a life time of physical existence on Earth we 

are ‘judged’ by the Almighty, our Creator, and subsequently we are sentenced 

to either go to ‘heaven’ and live a utopic life of prosperity, comfort, and bliss 

due to our benevolent days on Earth, avoiding ‘sins;’ or to be condemned in 

damnation to fall in the pit of ‘hell’ and suffer for eternity for our mischiefs 

and mistakes and misguided actions on Earth. This is, of course, ludicrous as 

firstly God is most merciful and indeed utterly non-judgmental. Secondly, 

there is no such thing as ‘heaven’ or ‘hell.’ 

 God has bestowed upon us the power of creation through projection of 

thoughts which are highly omnipotent to manipulate energies in the Cosmos 

into any form or format. Hence, we create our reality ourselves, and no one 

else. We all live in a paradigm, a reality that is formed by our collective 

consciousness. 

 Furthermore, the action of judgment is automatic and is conveyed upon 

humanity through advent of a phenomenon called ‘conscience,’ which is the 

GODSPARK within us that exemplifies the presence of God within each and 

every one of us. If you are cruel and malevolent on Earth, you simply reduce 

your vibration rate, which is a measure of your consciousness. This is, indeed, 

‘backward evolution’ or ‘involution,’  in which you must go back and reacquire 

consciousness to reach the level you already were and you must achieve this 

through benevolence and service to Light to essentially repair your inflicted 

damage upon yourself. Therefore, what we refer to as ‘sin’ is self-destructive, 

mandating repetition of what had been achieved sometimes for eons to regain 

the initial status we already enjoyed before. This is the opposite of efficiency, 

and optimization; it is redundancy and repetition that can be mundane. 

 It should, therefore, be clear that life indeed exists after 3D physical death. 

 For those who are able to leave their physical bodies and travel in the astral 

field or realm of the antimatter, it is clear that separation from the physical 

body connotates that life exists beyond physicality. Unfortunately, mankind on 

Earth has currently been genetically altered as to have been subjected to 

having 10 out of his/her 12 strands of DNA unplugged, which are commonly 



referred to as ‘junk DNA’ by our geneticists. The truth of the matter is that the 

4th DNA strand gives us the capability to have out of body experience. This 

means that when our 4th DNA is activated within our physical body, we will be 

able to experience life in a ‘direct’ manner without the necessity of being 

encaged in a physical body. Indeed, we can even have multiple lifetime 

experiences simultaneously within the same ‘aspect’ or ‘expression’ of our 

entirety.  For example, we can experience life simultaneously in a 3rd 

dimension while in a physical body on Earth and in, say, 5th dimension or 

higher on a space ship travelling throughout the Universe. Furthermore, our 

soul is only a fragment of our totality as we have other aspects of our soul 

living lives within the same harmonic universe as we do; what is more, we also 

have expressions of our very same soul which experience life in higher 

harmonic universes than ours. Within the confinement of physical reality, we 

commonly experience life in the lowest harmonic universe associated with the 

lowest vibration frequency, within its 3 possible matrix of time or timelines; 

which are referred to as the dimensions D1, D2, and D3 of the first harmonic 

universe HU1. 

 Until such a time as we can have our 4th DNA strand activated, we can only 

resort to silent self-reflection by going within and trying to integrate with our 

HIGHERSELF which is antimatter embedded in matter, and has the capability of 

astral travel traversing the ethereal realm of spirits and other light body 

beings. The separation of the soul from the physical body is a natural 

occurrence at death; although this can also happen during our physical lifetime 

as was explained earlier.  

 When we understand the phenomenon of reincarnation the fear of ‘death’ 

subsides. This is a step in the right direction as fear generally is the worst form 

of Dark energy, and is a catalyst for a myriad of other Dark energies.  

 And, they are the dark energies that often accumulate in the emotional body, 

and if they are not cleared through surfacing and purged out of the emotional 

body during our incarnated life, they adhere to our system even causing 

genetic damage by imprinting themselves as memory in our RNA/DNA system.  



 When our parents procreate in what is known as the NOW moment their 

energy fields merge together in which an inter-dimensional portal opens  

between the Earth which resides in the lowest harmonic universe and higher 

dimensions, the realm of ethereal, where the soul that is to incarnate resides. 

The opening of this portal allows passage of the soul through the portal which 

is set out with the intent to incarnate on Earth to continue with its experience 

within the realm of high density which is physicality. As inception occurs the 

soul imprints its incarnated identity complete with its personal traits, 

knowledge of the past life and acquired consciousness. This is the reason that 

the siblings within the same family often exhibit widely different personal 

characteristics while possessing the same genetic physiognomies inherited 

from their very same parents.  It is frequently found that the same children 

within the same family exhibit contrasting strengths, talents, aptitudes, 

capabilities, and personal traits. It is because they are animated by different 

souls having different ages, backgrounds, levels of past experiences, and state 

of consciousness.  

 The state of past unresolved emotional issues and karma often dictates the 

emotional status of the soul as is geared to the transferred emotional body 

from the past which manifests itself as pattern of behavior by the child from 

almost the incipient moment of birth, as may be typified by transparent 

happiness, temper, perseverance, and general response to his/her 

environment.  

 The ostensibly ill-fated outcome of the process of reincarnation through 

procreation and genetic inheritance is, that because past karma gets imprinted 

into the DNA/RNA system through imposition of genetic memory, the 

unresolved emotional issues of both mother and father get handed down to 

the emotional body of the child from the moment of conception. Thus, the 

children inherit the proverbial 'sins' of the parents which often manifest 

themselves as frustrations, feelings of not understanding oneself, as they 

perceive as they are dealing with something that is not inherently theirs. In 

some young children and even babies it is often observed that the child is very 

uncomfortable, pensive, and resorts to temper tantrum. In some teen agers 



and even adults this is manifested by announcement of often such derogatory 

comments as “I hate my mother (or father), etc.” The problem of unresolved 

deep emotional issues and karma is also exasperated by the hardcore passages 

of restrictive implants and such things as ‘curses’ to the off springs. In this 

respect, it is logical and fair to say that there should be a mandatory 

requirement of emotional body cleansing prior to procreation as to avoid the 

propagation of karma and embedment of constraints such as implants that can 

drastically hinder and harm the otherwise enlightening experiences of the off 

springs during the course of their incarnated lifetimes.    

 Sadly speaking, at this time in Earth's history, the time of ascension, there are 

many souls from the higher dimensions who have incarnated on Earth to help 

raise the collective natural frequency of vibration of mankind in order to insure 

ascension of Earth and her human inhabitant by the end of 2102.  It is through 

rising of the vibration rate that we can achieve inter-dimensional shift to the 

5th dimension and higher. Unfortunately, partly as a result of carrying the 

unwarranted genetic imprints of the Earth parents of these higher dimensional 

sentient beings, many have fallen to slumber and are not awakening soon 

enough to complete their Earth missions. Because of this, heaven has provided 

us with the great exemption, via receiving appropriate light codes through 

application of which we can effectively clear these imprints and karmas from 

the fetus leading to the cleansing of the emotional body.  

 Prior to the time you incarnate you have a conference meeting with your 

guides and the higher beings who are designated by the hierarchy of heaven to 

see through such affairs. These are the souls who have chosen to service 

humanity and ALL THERE IS via such selected tasks. Service is all there that a 

soul needs to do in ‘heaven.’ It is the mechanism by which a soul expresses its 

compassion and unconditional love. 

 Earth Human beings are the most advanced of all beings, including other 

humans in the Universe and beyond. We are equipped with this gene of 

compassion which enables us to comprehend and express the highest energy 

emotion with the correspondingly most elevated vibration frequency. It takes 

a highly sophisticated genetics to be able to accommodate such vast range of 



emotions. This is why earthlings were designed to carry 12 strands of DNA with 

a total of 64 possible different amino acids in each DNA. . Mankind has been 

confined to operate with a mere 2 strands of DNA called the double helix for 

the past 13 millennia with only 20 out of 64 amino acids activated. This 

corresponds to a mere 3% of man’s overall genetics capability which also 

manifests itself in ability of only using about the same percentage of brain 

overall capacity. 

 Initially, the fetus is a conglomeration of tissues in the mother’s womb. When 

the fetus develops enough as to develop its own circulatory system complete 

with heart and a respiratory system to be able to function as a unit within the 

mother’s womb the fetus turns into a conscious being. This occurs as a result 

of the soul or HIFGERSELF animating the body. Beyond this stage abortion is an 

act of homicide. 

 When the baby develops to about 8 months old, it can live outside of womb by 

itself. At this stage, the soul creates an exact copy of itself together with all 

knowledge, capabilities, and the essence of the very soul. This is referred to as 

‘SELF’ which is a blank of the HIGHERSELF absent all the gathered knowledge 

of the soul. Therefore, the SELF is the HIGHERSELF with amnesia. It is ready to 

get out and experiment and learn lessons and bring further consciousness to 

the soul completely from scratch. The reason for amnesia is that SELF can 

function independently as a self-learning entity, totally uninfluenced by the 

soul and all its wisdom and its know-how so the learning of the soul is genuine 

and independent of the soul. 

 Although there is communication between the SELF and HIGHERSELF, these 

are left to a minimum. Such communications are often in a form of intuitions 

or premonitions and are far and between. The more the SELF learns to go 

within and communicate with its soul, the more optimized and successful its 

outside experiences will be. However, further interference from HIGHERSELF 

defeats the purpose of the soul’ mission of independent learning. There is 

value in mistakes too. In fact, it is the very mechanism of trial and error that 

the SELF can experiment and learn new things. On the other hand, being in 

touch with one’s HIGHERSELF has the advantage of staying on track and avoid 



dissipation of energy through frequent engagement of the Dark and 

repetitious errors which are futile to the education of the soul.  

 Every soul makes a contract prior to reincarnation by carefully laying out the 

very lessons it wishes to learn. Sometimes a group of souls who have the same 

objective reincarnate together and play certain roles that serve each individual 

to stay on track and provide the needed opportunity to experiment with and 

learn its intended lessons.  

 Often souls who know each other, and who have incarnated together in the 

past congregate and reincarnate together. These souls may choose to play 

adversarial roles for the sole purpose of facilitating the education of another 

soul. The soul in question often requests such a service from a friend, family or 

a member of group soul. It is not personal. When next time you see someone 

who is deliberately hurting you and is acting antagonistic or in opposition to 

you just think that he/she might be doing the very same thing that you 

instructed him/her to do.   

 It is hard to remember one’s contract while remaining in reincarnation 

amnesia which overshadows everything and for the right reasons too. Never 

hate a fellow human being as you do not know who he/she really is concerning 

his/her real relationship with you. He/she might just be doing a great job as 

you requested.  

 Furthermore, always be in touch with your HIGHERSELF as he/she is the best 

guide you may ever have in your life.  

 Always love thyself as your HIGHERSELF is the best friend you may ever 

encounter. Loving yourself also helps activating your gene of compassion and 

unconditional love. You will soon appreciate others better and love them too, 

advancing one more step towards Oneness that we all crave so much for. It is 

our destiny and it is within the divine plane for us so we can all live in balance,   

harmony, and synchronization with one another.  

 Competition, jealousy, hatred, and separation are all futile. We can all benefit 

with working all in cooperation with one another, and learning from our 

collective consciousness. Energy is best served in such complaisant efforts 



rather than dissipated in indulging in competition, jealousy, and secrecy and 

other negative dissipative mechanisms. Love is the glue that binds all together. 

 Life is but an illusion. What you see before you is a reality, a timeline that you 

and other groups of souls created. You can change this reality quite easily 

through changing your group consciousness. It only takes 144,000 individuals 

with the same thoughts, beliefs and emotions to construct a new reality, one 

that they can live happily ever after together in exclusivity with one another.  

 Every dimension, timeline, or reality has a consciousness and a vibration rate 

associated with it. All there is who live in such a reality have the very same 

resonant frequency through which they communicate and comprehend one 

another.   

 Remember that your SELF is not all of you. It is only a small fragment of you. 

You have other simultaneous lives as different characters living simultaneously 

with you throughout the Universe. Some of these mirror souls might be living 

within the very same reality as you are. The purpose of soul fragmentation is 

to generate exact copies of your SELF who can independently experience life 

and add to the overall consciousness of the collective of YOU. When these 

lifetimes end, the individual SELFs congregate and merge with one another 

self, giving rise to the entirely of you.  

 There are 5 harmonic universes in the Universe. Each represents a given range 

of energy or consciousness as distinguished by different vibration rates [].  

 In each universe there is one expression of your entirety. Starting from the 

lowest to highest vibration frequencies there is SELF, SOUL (HIGHERSELF), 

OVERSOUL, AVATAR, and RISHI. Everyone is a fragmentation of a RISHI. 

Different SELFs congregate to form a SOUL in the 2nd harmonic universe HU2. 

Individual SOULS group to form an OVERSOUL in the harmonic universe HU3. 

Different OVERSOULS gather together to form AVATAR in the harmonic 

universe HU4. Finally the AVATARs come together in harmonic universe HU5 

to form RISHI. 

 It is interesting to note here that there is a distinct repulsion zone between 

two consecutive harmonic universes totally separating from one another. Also 

the nature of life experience drastically changes from one harmonic universe 



to another.  For example, HU1 is the realm of dense physical experience. HU2 

is the incipient point of crysto-electric energies and the realm of light body 

experience, and also gives the option of experimenting with being 

androgynous. HU3 is the budding point of pure ethereal existence within the 

field of antimatter. HU4 offers a much complex set of celestial mechanics 

under which the energetic grids of a particular planet can spin as well as 

expand or contract. This facilitates jumping from one reality or one universe to 

the other instantaneously. The HU5 is realm of God and Lord Metatron and 

creation and the operation of the Universe as may be typified through collapse 

of black holes and regeneration of revitalized energies through infinitesimal 

while holes.  

 As you can see your current SELF is a very small part of your entirety. So do not 

be so much attached to this lifetime. Do not take things too seriously. Do not 

imagine yourself to be confined to mere 3D. This is not all there is for you. In 

fact, physicality is the lowest and least consciousness state of your being. It is 

very restricted. Physicality, which is the realm of matter, constitutes only less 

than 4% of the entire Universe. 20% is stealth matter and the other 76% is the 

main part which is the realm of etheric where your soul belongs too.  

 You are currently very restricted from accessing the entirety of Universe as you 

are not yet fully multi-dimensional. Soon everything is changing. 

 God has bestowed upon you a highly complex biological and genetic system; 

Better and more sophisticated than anything else in the entire Universe, with a 

frequency range beyond the capability of any other being in the Universe. 

Man, as a crown jewel of God’s creation, was given consciousness as to 

represent Light, benevolence and fully capable of love. There have been many 

different variations of mankind excellent capabilities each versed in a 

particular specialization such as genetics, demonstrated scientific and 

technological advances, healing, diplomacy, engineering, to name a few. 

Genes from 22 best human traits and mastery were chosen to create the 

Earthlings.   

 Unfortunately, at present most of the mankind’s capabilities are dormant. The 

DNA strands associated with such traits are unplugged and therefore are 



inactive. As it was mentioned earlier, these are what the scientists commonly 

refer to as the ‘Junk” DNAs. Additionally, our highly advanced gland systems 

are in slumber for the reason of not having been used for eons or are atrophic 

at best. These glands (pineal, pituitary, hypothalamus and thymus) are what 

ensure our elevated consciousness, multi-dimensionality, and full compassion.  

 In order to activate these sophisticated glands and get them fully functional 

resulting in full consciousness we first need to recode, realign and activate our 

12 full strands of DNA. Prior to doing this we need to have emotional bodies 

fully clear from past karma and implants, and adopt constant application of full 

light, eradicating use of any negative energy. The most destructive negative 

trait is fear which acts in direct opposition to love. While love accentuates 

positivity, compassion, peace, self-security, self-confidence, self-love, 

happiness, drive, and productivity, fear creates indifference or hate, anxiety, 

insecurity, lack of self-assurance, self-loathing, depression, sloth, and chaos.  

 We are here to experience full range of emotions afforded to man through 

duality, a plethora of both dark and negative energies as well benevolent light 

energies. It is up to us to discern and understand the influence of these dark 

energies on our thoughts and emotions. There is no sin and there should be no 

fear from eternal damnation. We choose our life contracts according to our 

desire or need for acquiring certain lessons in life. It is a curriculum we chose 

for ourselves prior to reincarnation to be able to follow and learn.  

 While Dark would lead you to believe that carefree indulgences without any 

consideration for others, with the mentality of survival of the fittest, with utter 

exclusive focus attention to one’s needs or prosperity, at the cost of 

suppression and oppression of others, culminating in causing fear, anger, 

unhappiness, and harm to others by resorting to deceit, violence, homicide, 

and similar seemingly essential pursuits to achieve success, may be the mark 

of the strong and capable; all these negative Dark practices lead to 

diminishment of consciousness, causing lower vibration rate. Low 

consciousness in turn culminates in pronounced internal damage to one’s 

physical, biological, or more precisely impairment or even mutilation of one’s 

RNA/DNA system. This would take eons of time to remedy and at its base 



requires clearing and the cleansing of the emotional body which is a 

monumental task. To start with it entails sever amnesia or separation from the 

very course of the endeavor in the first place which may become rather 

impossible to achieve. Furthermore, the very pain of reliving and experiencing 

and feeling the karma from the point of view of the oppressed with its 

associated amalgamated effect and clearing the entire superimposed pain is 

beyond the limit of fortitude for anyone.  This may be the reason why such 

‘lost souls’ choose to continue on without looking back, living and reliving in 

agony, striving to perform their directives under fear and horror that seems to 

be their eternal reward for ‘falling’ from the ‘light.’ 

 Remember that experimentation with a small dose of dark energies under 

controlled condition of fulfilling one’s contract for the purpose of self-

education and enlightenment is quite different from the proverbial ‘selling 

your soul.’   This is why our benevolent Father has employed the service of 

guardian angels and ascended masters to watching over us as to not get so 

derailed as to fall under the permanent spell of the Dark.  

 Besides, one can always go within and ask the guidance of the wiser, more 

experienced HIGHERSELF in order to avoid further falling into the entrapment 

of the Dark. The HIGHERSEF is the parent, the source for the SELF from which 

the SELF originates from.  It is the best protector, the most reliable guide, the 

highest compassionate friend that one can have the pleasure of encountering 

during a lifetime of reincarnation. This is why it is crucial the one makes a 

diligent attempt through meditation and silent reflection to seek out one’s 

HIGHERSELF within.  Apart from being the best companion, the best advisor, 

and the best friend, the HIGHERSELF is one’s connection to the COSMOS and 

the rest of the Universe we live in. Remember, physicality is confined to a 

mere 4% or less of the Universe. The reset is the realm of antimatter and dark 

matter which are both stealth and undetectable by our rather limited 5 

sensory perception. And our soul is predominately antimatter embedded in 

matter.  

 During our lucid daydreams and nightly dream sojourns the soul attends to 

much more important affairs which are beyond our highly limited existing 



sense of comprehension in the low consciousness and the slow vibration rate 

of 3D reality. Again, through integration with the soul one attains the high 

consciousness indigenous to much higher dimensions. 

 Apart from advantages of optimizing one’s experiences on 3D and the 

connection to higher dimensionality and elevated consciousness, going within 

ensures that you never get separated from your GODSPARK, which is in 

essence a part of the Prime Creator. Lack of separation diminishes your 

forgetfulness or amnesia as well as keeps you within the realm of spiritual 

collective. This way you realize that you are not alone and, indeed, a significant 

part of ALL THERE IS. Apart from being in touch with oneself and achieving 

self-love you maintain the realization that you are a co-creator, an entity who 

has a lot to do with what goes around your immediate surroundings as well 

the entire Universe, if not the Omniuniverse. You realize how indeed 

illusionary this whole matrix of life before you is. You develop a deep 

understanding how the entire matrix is constructed: as a result of group 

consciousness comprising of you and the fellow human beings you share your 

physical 3D earthly experiences with. You come to appreciate your fellow man 

further, realizing that only through mutual cooperation and attaining the same 

mentality and identical consciousness you are able to change the fabric of 

reality before you to whatever your collective’ hearts desire. You begin to 

appreciate compassion and unconditional love more and more, understanding 

that it is indeed the glue to forming and keeping this ideal reality together. 

 “I think therefore I am,” “You are what you think you are.” These are not just 

some cliché words. These words describe the truth of the Universe. You are it. 

You are all there is. You are all it counts. Think and it shall be. The Universe is 

at your disposal and it is for you, and it is ready to manifest your commands. 

Nothing is new in the Universe. There is nothing that you can add to it through 

scientific research, etc. Everything I just perfect. Every scenario, every 

possibility has been worked out to give rise to every whim of yours, effecting 

peace, tranquility, and prosperity for you. There is no need for competition or 

conflict. There is only abundance. There is only bounty for all.  



 Mankind was created with the compassionate gene realizing that he/she can 

share and live in harmony and synchronicity within a collective. He was 

created with the doctrine that he/she would have respect for all lives and 

when he/she colonizes a new planet he/she would respect the rights of the 

already indigenous beings of the planet and share the resources with them 

and live in harmony with them acting at the same time as the custodians and 

care givers of the new planet due to his/her more elevated consciousness than 

the indigenous residents of the planet. On the other hand, the reptilians were 

created with completely opposite set of traits and beliefs. The reptilians are 

cold blooded and quite apathetic and indifference to others. They operate at 

much lower vibration rate than the mankind. They are focused on self only and 

attainment of power as to suppress and enslavement of others. They are of 

the belief and subscribe to the doctrine that when they colonize another 

planet they must either totally annihilate the indigenous life on the planet or 

use them in bondage to serve them. The reptilians have no redeeming 

qualities or power other than those associated with their philosophy, namely 

muscular, well-built strong physique for war and conflict as well as a strong 

aggressive trait and pronounced sense of ambition for attainment of power 

with total sense of apathy for others.  

 All you need to practice is compassion and unconditional love. Compassion is 

the highest vibratory emotional energy bestowed exclusively to mankind.  

 Resort to yourself to see who you were, are, and will be. Say I want to 

remember and it shall be as you command of yourself.  

 Think of your soul and not your form. Your soul knows no past, present, or 

future. It lives in the now moment. The ever- lasting now moment. Even your 

“SELF,” which is a fragment of you (the soul) lives in the now moment.   

 You already are all who you strive to be. It is all there. You only need to 

discover yourself. There is nothing to be gained from outside. It is all within. 

Believe in yourself that you are all that you can ever be and accept yourself. 

You are already you. Choose to remember. Trace your footsteps through sands 

of time and you will see who you were, who you are and who you will again 



be. Demand of yourself to remember and the universe will respond and bring 

to you your memory of who it is you truly are.  

 Remember, the Greatest Service we can do, as a Collective Consciousness, is to 

understand that we agreed to be a part of these changes on Earth. It is 

important to adopt and continue daily to practice sacred practices which have 

us connecting with the Energy of the One. 

 We must remember We Are Not This Body. In our waking hours we are A LINK 

IN THE PHYSICAL to the Divine. We take the action steps to CHANGE THE 

PHYSICAL and facilitate the separation of Worlds and return from Duality to 

Oneness on Mother Earth. 

 


